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If, decades and decades before you were born, an ancient society made a calendar that ends on a 

date happens during your life time, would you believe it? I sure would! Those ancient societies have no 

way of know what will be invented, what will influence us, what we will wear, but they surely know 

what date the end of the world will fall on. Using primitive tools and spending years and years of time 

doing early math and carving a huge calendar into a rock that happens to end on any given date is 

surely accurate, and is to be feared and prepared for by every person across the world. 

Since the Mayans predict that on December 21, 2012 the world will end, we need to start 

getting prepared. In my opinion, I believe that everybody should go out and buy bomb shelters to place 

in a giant hole in the ground and cover with multiple pounds of dirt, but don't forget to get your water, 

internet, and most importantly HD television connections so you can contact other survivors.... if there 

are any others. Also, don't forget to bring an individual of the opposite gender, because if you are the 

last two humans, its your responsibility to the rest of the human race to repopulate the entire world. 

Another important reason for the end of the world is the sun. Solar flares have been happening 

all through out history, but recently they have been very alarming to some astrologists. Believers of the 

2012 apocalypse have reason to believe that there will be a large solar flare from our friend, the giant, 

super-pressurized burning ball of gas in the sky that could swallow the earth about 1,000,000 times. 

But it's just waiting for the right date to bring us our ultimate doom.

There is no other way to protect ourselves from this horrible date, other than to hoard 

unbelievable amounts of various items in steel enforced cellars hidden under our bomb shelters. The 



items you should include in your shelter include: toilet paper for hygiene, as well as tooth paste and 

tooth brushes, a hair brush, dried fruits and meats, laundry detergent, deodorant (because if you're 

living in a small space, you won't want to smell) body wash, shampoo, conditioner, and many other 

items. 

The end of the world is surely coming. There are those who call us fanatics, and freaks, but the 

joke will be on them when our world ends and we are the only ones left. For those of us who spend our 

valuable and limited time and money on our shelters, we were destined to survive, we were the superior 

of the human race, destined to survive on our wits, and destined to repopulate our dear planet. Those 

who do not believe were never worthy enough to survive.  


